
MATHEMATICS

PAPER-II32
Time Allowed: Ttvee hours Maximum Marks: 30O

The fi.gures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions

Candidates should answer Question Nos. 1 and 5 which are compulsory and any
three from the rest selecting at least one from each Section

SECTIoN-A

1. Answer any fiue from the following : 12x5=60

(a) If His^a subgroup oi O, r., N(FI)= {geGlgHga =.F4. Prove that

(t) lV(H) is a subgroup of G
(it) I{ is normal in /V(,FI)

(b) Let f ar'd g be continuous on lq bl. Prove that / + g and /.g are also
continuous on [4 b].

(c) Prove that the complex valued function /(z) defined by

["31t+ i.-a3(t-ilf(4=1-W' ir z=x+ia*o

I o , if z=o
is continuous and the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied at the
origin, yet 

"f'(O) 
does not exist.

(d) Using graphical method, solve the following LPP :

Max Z = Sxl+3x,
subject to

3x1 +5x2 < 15

5x, + 2x2 SIO
xl' xz>o 

nber.(e) Prove that every Cauchy is bbunded and converges to a real nur

A Show that u = e-x(xsin1 -ycosy)is harmonic and find u such that u + iu is
analytic.
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2. Answer the following five questions :
12x5=60

3. Answer the following five questions :
12x5=60

(a)(t)Whatdoyoumeanby.aRiemann.integrablefunctionfon|qb|?
(it) Show that every continuous function is R-integrable'

(iit) If / is R-integrable on !4, 
a] and m and M be g'l'b' and l'u'b' of / on

[4 b], then show that for b > a
2+5+5

(a) Let G be the set of all,2x2 matrices (: 3)' 
*nt'" 4 b' c' d are real

numbers and. ad-bc +0. Show that Gis an infinite non-Abelian group' 6+2+4

(b)IfHbeasubgroupofagroupGanda'beG,thenwhatdoyoumeanby..a
is congruent to 7 *oJ li'.a sho* that the relation a=b(modH) (a is

4+8
congruent to b mod 'F/) is an equivalence relation'

(c/Whatdoyoumeanby.anautomorphismofagroupCn$,/6{Glbetheset
of all automorphisms of a group b, tn"tr show rh.at ,,ts(Q is a group. 4+8

(d.)Definering,integraldomainandfield'Provethatanyfieldisanintegral
domain. Is the converse true? Justiff. 6+4+2

(e) Define a Boolean ring,. Prove that a Booleart ring is a commutative ring. Is
2+6+4

the converse true? JustifY'

(b)

(c)

mlb-a)=ffW*3 M(b-a)

lf u=tan-r *3 +a3 , show that
x-a

du 0u(i) Y! a a? = sin2u
dx dA

(ii) x2uo+2xyu*+A2uw=2cos3u'sinu 6+6

ApplyingCauchy'stheoremandCauchy'sresiduetheorem'evaluate
, Z-3| -- dz
Jc z2 +22+5

where C is the contour

(t) lzl=t
(it) lz+t+il=2
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(d) Applying contour integration method, prove that

t- x2dx' n

(x2 +Il(x2 +4) 3

(e) Find the bilinear transformation which maps the points z=\, t, -r onto
the points t, 0, -1. Hence find the image of lzl<L 12

4. Answer the following four questions :

(a) (t) What do you mean by a convex region?

(it) Wtich of the following regions are convex?

OOx@
ABCD

(iii) Examine whether union and intersection of convex regions are
convex or not. 2+4+lO

(b) Find by the graphical method the maximum value of z =2x+3g, subject
to the constraints

x+A<3Q y>3
O < y <12, x-g >O
O < x<2O 16

(c) Define feasible solution, optimal solution, slack variables and surplus
variables. 3x4=12

(d) Using simplex method, solve the following Lpp :

Max Z =5x1+3x2
subject to

xr+x2<2
5x, + 2x, 3lO
3x1 + 8x, <12

Xl, XZ>O

r2

16
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Secrrox-B

12x5=605. Answer any fiue parts :

(a) Form the. partial differential equations by eliminating the arbitrary
functions frorn Z = f(x + at) + g(x - at).

(b) Solve

d2z
voz 

+ z =tl

Sivln that when x=O, z=eu "ta ff=f.
(ci . Solve

@' -a2 - z21P +2xgQ =2sa'

(d) Apply Gauss elimination method to solve the equations x+4A-z=-5,
x+A-62=-I2,3x-A- z=4.

(e) Using Newton-Raphson method, solve the equations * = ,2 +V2 ,

U=x2 -A2 correct to two decimals, starting with the approximation
(0. 8, 0.4).

A From the following table, estimate the number of students who obtained
marks between 40 and 45 :

Marks 3H0 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80

No. of Students 31 42 51 35 3l

12x5=606. Answer the following questions :

(a) Following PDIs are associated with practical phenomena. Name the
equations mentioning the associated phenomena : '3x4=12

t:\ O2u ^z O2u(t) 
ar, 

= c- *z
Ou o O2u(u) E=c- ax2

,..., O2u a2u 
=o(LLL) 

ax2+ *:w
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I av _,ar
l-a"

(iu) 
4I at _^av
l-a"-" at

Find a real root of the equation xlogls x=1.2 by regula-falsi method
correct to four decimal places.

Evaluate
t6 dx
lo 1* *z

by using Simpson's {rd rule.

Show that the moment of inertia of an elliptic area of mass M and semi-

a.xes a ancl b about a diameter of length , i* ] *o'2' .e412

(t) Where is the data for the trard disk type'stored in?

(it) What is the capacity of DSDD floppy diskette?

(iit) Mouse is connected to which port?

(iu) Name a command which is not an internal DOS command.

7, Answer tJle following five questions : 12x5=60

(a) State DAlembert's principle. Deduce the general equation of motion of a
t2rigid body from DAlembert's principle.

(b) What do you mean by holonomic system and non-holonomic system? Set
up the Lagrangian for a simple pendulum, and obtain the equation
describing its motion.

(c) (t) What do you mean by bit, byte and word?

(it) Divide 11002 tlOz.
(iit) Add hexadecimal numbers 6AEt6 +LFAtu.

(d.) Draw the truth table for the following :

(t) Y=A.B+B.C
(it) n=a(B+C)
(iil) 3-input OR-gate

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

t2

t2

L2

t2

I2

4+4+4

4x3=12
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(e) Create a sequential data file and store the serial number, narne, basic
pay, dearness allowance, house rent allowance, provident fund and LIC of
5 employees of a company. 12

8. Answer the following five questions : 12x5=60

(a) Use Lagrange's equations to find the differential equation for a compbund
pendulum which oscillates in a vertical plane about a fixed horizontal

t2axis.

(b) AB, BC are two equal similar fods freely hinged at B and lie in a straight
line on a smooth table. The end A is struck by a blow perpendicular to
AB; show that resulting velocity of A is 3] times of B. 12

(c) (t) Convert 38.2110 to its binary equivalent.

(it Convert 11011110101110, to hexadecimal.

(ii.t) Convert HFro to octal. 4+4+4

(d) 0 What is programming?

(ir-) Name the steps required for program development.

(iir) What is programming language? 4+4+4

(e) Write an algorithm to find whether a given number is odd or even. 12

***
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